Biography
Penguins Project
Penguins Project is a solo project of Japanese Male Artist. In April 2008, he
started to upload his own music video on Japanese video hosting service
‘Nico Nico Douga’. Soon the music attracted attention. He made his first
original album ‘Penguin’s Dream’ on Feb 2009 and all of the albums in his
career are still on sale in iTunes Store and Spotify.
He uses ‘Vocaloid’ technology; it is software that sings as if it is a virtual
female singer. HER name is ‘Hatsune Miku’, and not only he (Penguins
Project) but also many Japanese songwriters now started to write songs with
HER.
In 2011, He was invited to Los Angeles CA, USA, and held a talk session in
‘Anime Expo 2011’. He talked about Japanese pop culture, which includes
‘Anime’, ‘Otaku’, and of course talked about his own song. He made second
original album ‘Galapagos’ in Sep 2011. This album is completely organized
as a concept album. ‘Galapagos’ means not only islands in Pacific Ocean but
also means Japan and Japanese, because Japanese culture, economy is far
different from any other countries. Each of the song in this album indicates
something about it.
And now, in Nov 2013, finally his third original album ‘Classic’ arrived. This
album aims to become a classically certificated masterpiece, so has been
named ‘Classic’.
Now he lives in Tokyo, JAPAN, and is working as an office worker of IT
Startup Company. He’s ordinary Japanese businessperson, but on the web,
he turns into an artist, and SING using innovative technology ‘Vocaloid’.
From 2008 to 2013, He’s always making melodic, and sentimental, mellow
music with authentic and cozy arrangement. It reminds you Peter Gabriel,
Pink Floyd, and sometime Brian Eno. But He’s not just an old-fashion artist.
His sounds is also inspired from 2010’s indie musicians just like James Blake,
Vampire Weekend, and Washed Out.
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